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QUARTERLY CANADIAN ECONOMIC UPDATE 

2010 Second Quarter 
 
Our current business planning assumptions, based on a variety of sources, are 

summarised below in order to assist clients with their planning, forecasting and 
budgeting activities. Data shown is actual or estimated as available and 

indicated.  
 

Please note that Market Metrics assumes no liability for any actions taken or 
omitted to be taken on the basis of this information.  
 

2010 Canadian Economic Outlook   
 

After contracting by 0.7% in 2008, the Canadian economy entered into a 
recession and shrank by a further 2.5% in 2009. However, low interest rates 
combined with government economic stimulus programs aided a modest 

recovery that pulled Canada out of the recession by the end of the year.  
 

Major economic institutions currently forecast real GDP growth of 2.9% to 3.4% 
in 2010, which would position the performance of the Canadian economy among 
the best in the world. However, much of the rebound is linked to continued 

strength in the housing sector and some question the ability of housing market 
to maintain the growth rate it has exhibited in recent years. According to a 

study by Teranet-National Bank, Canadian housing prices in February increased 
by only 0.2%, the smallest monthly increase since the start of the rebound. 
Some hot real estate markets, including Ottawa and Calgary, even experienced 

small price declines. Many forecasters also predict that Canada's GDP growth 
may fall throughout the year due to a combination of rising interest rates, the 

high Canadian dollar and the winding-down of economic stimulus programs.  
 
After experiencing lower ICT spending levels in 2009, most vendors adjusted 

their sales expectations for 2010, and will continue to scrutinize sales funnels 
and carefully control expenses. We expect that larger ICT suppliers will maintain 

reduced levels of R&D spending and focus on sales and marketing improvements 
rather than invest heavily in new product development in 2010. ICT start-ups -- 
for whom product (or service) differentiation is typically their basis of 

competition -- will, of course, continue to focus on new product development.  
 

Cisco Systems, widely regarded as the leading technology bellwether, had 
revenue growth of 7.7% in the company's most recent quarter that ended in 
January. Cisco predicts expects revenue growth of between 23% and 26% in its 

next quarter. We note that in its 2009 fiscal year the company's sales shrank by 
9%. Cisco's performance is widely regarded as a key indicator of technology 

spending by large corporations, government agencies and telecommunications 
service providers.  
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Microsoft has reported strong demand for its new Windows 7 operating system, 

launched in October 2009, and believes corporations are primed to start a new 
PC replacement cycle after holding off on new computer purchases during the 

recession.  
 
Forecasts for the average annual USD exchange rate in 2010 range widely, from 

a 90 cent dollar to above par. The Canadian dollar did match the value of the US 
dollar in early April. We suggest that an average annual value in the vicinity of 

95 to 98 cents should be used for business planning.  
 
Credit conditions in Canada remain better than in the United States. Canada's 

central bank, the Bank of Canada, had a constant overnight rate of 0.25% 
throughout the second half of the 2009. At the start of the year, Canadian 

chartered banks offered a prime rate of 2.25%. However, economic recovery 
and the threat of inflation is anticipated to prompt the Bank of Canada to raise 
interest rates. In recent weeks banks have raised their rates, particularly on 

mortgages. Among others, the Royal Bank has increased its rate on a five-year 
fixed-rate mortgage three times since March to 6.25%, a total increase of 100 

basis points. We suggest that using 3.00% as an annual average prime rate for 
business planning in 2010.  

 
The national unemployment rate in March fell to 8.2% from 8.5% in January. 
Although positive economic news, the prospect of major talent shortages remain 

improbable in 2010. Large ICT vendors including Cisco, Mitel and Nortel shed 
skilled employees throughout the recession.  

 
Data Table  
 
Parameter 2008 

(Actual) 
2009 

(Actual) 
2010 (1) 

(Estimate) 
2011 (1) 

(Estimate) 

GDP growth (2) 0.7% -2.5% 
(estimate) 

3.3%  
(2.9% to 

3.4%) 

3.0%  
(2.5% to 

3.6%) 
Exchange rate (3) $1.0660 

($1.3008 to 
$0.9797) 

$1.1420 
($1.3000 to 

$1.0292) 

$0.9980 
($0.9775 in 

March 2010) 

$1.038 

Prime interest rate (4) 4.73% 
(3.50% to 

5.75%) 

2.40% 
(2.25% to 

3.00%) 

3.00% 
(2.25% in 

March 2010 

N/A 
 

Core inflation (5) 2.4% 1.5% 1.7% 
(2.1% in  

Feb 2010) 

1.9%  
(1.4% to 

2.2%) 
Unemployment rate (6) 6.6% 8.5% 8.2% 

(8.2% in 
7.8% 

(7.5% to 
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March 2010) 8.2%) 
IT salaries (7) Database 

analyst: 
$84,112 
Software 

developer: 
$75,494 
Systems 
analyst: 
$71,469 

Database 
analyst: 
$75,783 
Software 

developer: 
$76,896 
Systems 
analyst: 
$74,153 

Average 
increase of 

1.5% 

Average  
increase of 

1.7% 

 

Notes & Sources  
 

1. YTD... Our estimate, the range of estimates from major economic 
forecasters, and/or year-to-date (YTD) actual values.  
 

2. GDP Growth... Chain-weighted real GDP growth in per cent. Forecast 
survey includes BMO Capital Markets Economics, Bank of Canada, 

Canadian Imperial Bank of Canada (CIBC), Conference Board of Canada, 
International Monetary Fund (IMF), Laurentian Bank Securities (LBS), 
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), Royal 

Bank of Canada (RBC), Scotiabank and Toronto Dominion Bank (TD).  
 

3. $US Exchange Rate... Present value of United States dollar in Canadian 
currency from the Bank of Canada, rounded to four decimal places. 
Previous years' data is from the "Year Average of Exchange Rates" report 

while year-to-date data is from "Monthly Average of Exchange Rates". The 
high and low exchange rates shown in ranges are the maximum and 

minimum daily noon rates within the indicated time period. Forecast and 
forecast range, when included, are from the latest release of Bank of 
Canada's "Monetary Policy Report".  

 
4. Prime Interest Rate... Monthly prime business interest rate, in per cent, 

from the Bank of Canada's times series V122495. High and low values 
shown in range are the historical high and low within time period.  
 

5. Core Inflation... Twelve-month rate of increase in the total Consumer 
Price Index excluding food, energy and the effect of changes in indirect 

taxes (core inflation rate), in per cent. Data is from Table A1 of the Bank 
of Canada's monthly publication titled "Banking and Financial Statistics". 
Forecast shown is from Bank of Canada. Forecast range is formed from 

the high and low values estimated by major Canadian economic 
institutions as in (1).  

 
6. Unemployment Rate... Unemployment rate, in per cent, of the Canadian 

labour force. Data is from Table A2 of the Bank of Canada's monthly 
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publication titled "Banking and Financial Statistics". Forecast is the mid-
point of the range formed from the high and low values estimated by 

major Canadian economic institutions.  
 

7. IT Salaries... Data shown are the results of searches performed using the 
ComputerWorld Canada's "2009 Salary Calculator"; results shown are the 
national average total cash compensation for staff/technical positions 

across organizations of all size and all industries. Compensation in 2007 
was calculated using year-over-year percentage increases. Updated 

annually. 


